
  
 

Geography 

]Where Do Animals Live and How Are They Adapted To Their Environment? 

I can name and locate capital cities of countries in the UK and the seas surrounding the UK. 

I know that the UK is in Europe and can name and locate the world’s seven continents and oceans.  

I can point to the equator, north and south poles on an atlas and a globe. 

I can use simple maps, atlases and globes to identify: the countries and capital cities of the UK,  

the continents and oceans of the world, the equator, north and south poles and the Sahara desert. 

I know where hot and cold places are in the world. 

I can explore where animals live and how they are adapted to live in their habitat. 

I know about the importance of biodiversity and can explain the impact of deforestation. 

I know how to encourage insect and animal life in the school. 

I can describe the key features of the village of Boreham and can say what I like and do not like about a 

place that is different to the one that I live in by comparing human and physical features. 

I can use basic geographical vocabulary to describe key physical and human features of a place. 

I know and can use the 4 main directions on a compass and directional vocabulary to explain a location. 

I can use aerial photographs and plans to recognise landmarks and basic human and physical features.  

I can recognise standard symbols for human and physical features on a map and in a key when reading 

and drawing simple sketch maps. 

I can complete a simple survey and create a simple chart or table to show what I have found out. 

Year 2  
The Adventures of  

Paddington Bear 

English 

 

Text Types: Narrative: Losing story and Beat the 

Baddie Story, Non-Chronological Reports, Author 

Study: Allan Ahlberg 

Writing Focus: Capital letters, full stops, 

exclamation and question marks, conjunctions, 

simple and compound sentences, past and 

present tense, apostrophes and contractions 

Reading Focus: Vocabulary, Retrieval, Prediction, 

Inference and Sequencing 

 

Maths 

Addition and Subtraction: I can remember how to use the written column method to 

add and subtract two-digit numbers. 

Multiplication and Division: I can make and recognise equal groups. 

I can make and use arrays to help me multiply and divide. 

I can multiply and divide by 2, 5 and 10. 

Money: I can recognise, count and compare amounts of money. 

I can calculate with money and find change. 

I can solve two-step problems involving amounts of money. 

Length and Height: I can measure, compare and order lengths and heights. 

I can use the four operations to solve problems about length and height. 

Mass, [Capacity and Temperature: I can measure and compare mass in grams and 

kilograms; and capacity in millilitres and litres. I can calculate temperature. 

 

Art and DT 

Drawing: Henri Rousseau 

I can use a range of media to draw.  

I can draw different types of line. 

I can create different tones using light and 

dark. I can show patterns and texture in my 

drawings. 

Music 

Charanga: I Wanna Play In A Band & Zoo Time 

I can clap back rhythms. 

I can use my voice to listen and sing back. 

I can use an instrument to play back. 

I can play my own improvisation using 2 

notes. 

RE 

How Do Christians belong to their Faith Family? 

I know about the importance for Christians of 

gathering together at church on Sundays 

I know how Christenings, Baptisms, Marriage and 

Holy Communion show Christians belong to their 

faith family. I can explain how symbols, artefacts, 

prayer and Bible readings are used to show that 

Christians belong to their faith family in worship. 

What Does It Mean To Belong To A Buddhist 

Community? 

I know about the importance of temples for Buddhists 

to gather for worship. I know about the importance 

of blessings in the Buddhist faith and community. 

I can explain how Buddhists contribute to their 

community.     

Health and Wellbeing 

Living in the Wider World: What jobs do people do? 

I know how jobs help people earn money to pay for 

things they need and want. I know about a range of 

different jobs, including those done by people they 

know or people who work in their community. 

I know how people have different strengths and 

interests that enable them to do different jobs. 

Health and Wellbeing: What helps us to stay safe? 

I know how rules and restrictions help to keep myself 

and others safe. I know how to identify risky and 

potentially unsafe situations and take steps to avoid 

them. I know how to resist pressure to do something 

that makes me feel unsafe or uncomfortable,  

I know not everything I see online is trustworthy.  I 

know to tell a trusted adult if I am worried for 

myself or others. 

Science 

Living Things and Their Habitats: I can explore and compare the 

differences between things that are living and non-living.  

I can identify that most living things live in habitats to which 

they are suited. 

I can describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs 

of different kinds of animals and plants. 

I can identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their 

habitats, including microhabitats.  

I know how to describe how animals obtain their food from 

plants and other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, 

and identify and name different sources of food. 

Animals Including Humans: I know the basic stages in a life cycle 

for animals, including humans.  

I know what animals and human need to survive.  

I know why exercise, a balanced diet and good hygiene ae 

important for humans. P.E. 

Gymnastics 

I can turn, spin and twist on different body 

parts and can stretch and curl to begin to 

develop flexibility.  

I can jump in a variety of ways and land 

safely with increasing control.  

Dance 

I can copy, remember and repeat actions to 

create a motif.  

I can change and vary my dance actions by 

showing contrasts in levels and speed, 

direction, shapes and sizes. 

I can put a sequence of dance actions together 

with a clear beginning, middle and end.  

Games 

I am improving my accuracy and distance 

when throwing, passing and catching a ball.  

I can use throwing and catching skills in a 

game.  

 

 

Spanish: I can say the Months of the Year and 

Numbers to 20 in Spanish. I can recognise when 

listening and say types of weather, language 

related to holidays and zoo animals in Spanish. 

 

 

Computing 

Presentations - Interactive Image: I know how to add voice labels to an image. I know how to add a voice 

recording to a storyboard. I know how to import images to a project from the web and camera roll. 

Animation - Stop Motion Animation: I know how to create multiple animations of an image and edit these together.  

I know how to create a simple stop motion animation. I know how to explain how an animation/flip book works. 

Video Creation - Masking Story time: I know how to write and record a script using a teleprompter tool. I know 

how to use tools to add effects to a video. I know how to begin to use green screen techniques with support. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


